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BIG, BEAUTIFUL SPECIES
many lichen species are small and 
easy to overlook, but others are 
prominent. Lobaria pulmonaria, or 
lungwort, is a large, beautiful lichen 
species. lungworts are most common 
in the appalachians, the Great lakes 
and the Pacific northwest and was 
found in northeast iowa in the past. 

EARLY LUNGWORT COLLECTORS
two biologists collected lungwort 
between 1894 and 1901 from 
three sites in iowa. these 
biological pioneers were bruce 
Fink and bohumil shimek, both 
of whom, amongst many other 
accomplishments, served as 
president of the iowa academy of 
science during their careers. shimek 
state Forest in southeast iowa was 
named in bohumil’s honor. 

IOWA’S LOST LICHEN
shimek collected the last known 
records of iowa lungwort in 1901 
from Clayton and dubuque counties. 
these lungwort specimens currently 
reside in the bell museum herbarium 
at the University of minnesota. 
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Have you seen tHis LicHen?
lungwort (Lobaria pulmonaria) is a strong indicator of old growth forests, and has a long history of use in traditional medicines. 
sensitive to air pollution, habitat loss and changing forestry practices, this unique lichen has been relegated to the status of 
rare and threatened. biologists are asking for help discovering if it still exists in iowa.

HELP FIND IT
is lungwort still part of iowa’s biological 
diversity? has it avoided notice for 110 years, or 
is it a victim of human changes brought to iowa’s 
landscape? the authors have logged more than 
40 miles of hiking northeast iowa looking for 
lungwort, thus far to no avail. take a hike and see 
if you are luckier. if so, let us know at jtcolber@
iastate.edu or 515-294-9330. Please provide as 
precise geographic information as you can and, 
if possible, a picture. Please do not collect any of 
the lichen—it could be the last lungwort in iowa.

WHERE TO LOOk
a somewhat similar looking species of 
liverworts grow on damp rock or soil, but 
lungwort very rarely grows on rock and not 
limestone. to find lungwort, search tree bark 
in northeastern iowa. 

lichens aren’t plants, but they do make their 
food through the process of photosynthesis. 
most lichens consist of a partnership between 
an ascomycete fungus (like morels) and a 
green algae. some biologists refer to lichens 
as “fungi that have learned agriculture” be-
cause they “farm” the algae for their food. 


